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“With the help of this program I was able 

to create a pitch deck to get the attention 

of a CEO of a global firm within the VC 

space. My previous experience was a 

digital campaign analyst and transitioning 

to a client facing role at this level was 

possible due to this coaching”

Jack Dyer



£23,000,000

in Sourced Salaries to 

Date





“I found the online program very detailed and the 

online services to be very easily followed, the 

constant reassurance you provided was also 

very crucial in my preparation to every interview 

as it helped me feel at ease going into every 

interview as I know what to expect.”

Diveeshan Roobathas







What's inside this program?

1 on 1 sessions with 

Milo Sevelj x 1 - 3 per 

week w/ Guarantee 

until Placement

Lifetime access to 

New Job System 

Platform - 50 Hours 

worth of Content

How to Mail App

300 Credits

96% Accuracy

Email Templates of all 

of our successful 

students over the last 

7 years

Harvard Grad CV / 

Cover Letter ATS 

Optimization within 

72 Hours

Linkedin Algorithm 

Training to increase 

SSI Score

Interview Prep 

3 stages w/ Tesla 

Method S.O.A.R.

Salary Negotiation

Sessions 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/tap-hidden-job-market-091447945.html


Tier System

Methodical Tier 3, 2 & 1 Exposure

Via email + Linkedin 

Tier 3 - 4% Chance of Securing Role

 

Tier 2 - 44% Chance of Securing Role

 

Tier 1 - 77% Chance of Securing Role



4 weeks

 Sourced Private 

Banking Associate 

Role

Video on the How to job 

Website

Guy Briston



“I was able to learn the best way to get the 

attention of a client director with Milo's guidance 

to then leverage that contact back to the head of 

HR to then get an interview, after that I was then 

coached to actually get the offer of which I am 

pleased to say I did.”

 

Aashish Pattni



Hidden Job Market

Tactical Exposure to 75% of Hidden / Internal 

Hires through "Behind Closed Doors" 

Methodology

33% Faster Career Progression & 23% Larger Salary



Find Anyone's 

Professional Email on 

the Planet 

Real-time verified data for 700 million 

professionals across 35 million companies, 

worldwide.



http://www.howtojob.io/

